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MISSION:
We serve the public by contributing to a safe,
sustainable society and environment by regulating technology professionals. We accomplish this
through supporting the competent, safe, and
ethical practice of applied science technology in
British Columbia.
VISION:
Regulation of technology professionals that
safeguards the public through leadership
and excellence.
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PRESIDENT & CEO’S MESSAGE
Thank you to those who joined us at BC
SCI-CON 2022, our AGM & Conference
earlier this month in Penticton. It was
our pleasure to host you, in collaboration with the BC Institute of Agrologists.
By attending the AGM & Conference,
registrants were able to earn up to 10
continuing professional development
(CPD) hours, half of the annual requirement. We are glad to have been able
to offer these opportunities and are
pleased that registrants came
together to advance the body of knowledge and technology within their respected professions.
The benefits of life-long learning cannot
be ignored, as Albert Einstein once said,
‘education is not the learning of facts,
but the training of the mind to think’.
We believe that by ensuring your skills
and abilities are enhanced beyond your
formal education and thereby on an annual basis, you will become even more
proficient within your industry.
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Earning CPD is increasingly becoming
more important in a world that is constantly changing. Especially in the last
few years where new technology has
had to be embraced to support a workforce throughout a pandemic. As an
ASTTBC registrant you have a responsibility to protect the health and safety
of both the public and the environment,
as it relates to your profession. By earning your CPD, you further support this
responsibility, as you are better placed
to provide advice and services.
CPD helps individuals, organisations,
and entire industries maintain and
develop knowledge, providing a competitive edge to both the individual and
their employer. By earning CPD you are
taking charge of your career development and we hope that you continue to
proactively source out CPD
opportunities that support your
skills development.

To help you in earning your CPD,
ASTTBC continues to list opportunities on our website, and also created
a Guide and FAQ with information on
eligible CPD activities. All practising
registrants must complete a minimum of
two hours of their annual requirement

David Sparanese
PTech, AScT, CPWI 3
ASTTBC President

on Indigenous Awareness.
As your President & CEO, we thank you
for your commitment to lifelong learning—there is no doubt that this leads to
increased public confidence in you as a
professional and your profession.

Theresa McCurry
BSc, PMP
ASTTBC CEO
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LEADING THE WAY IN
CONTINUING PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
Mini Interviews with ASTTBC Registrants

C

ontinuing Professional Development (CPD) has become increasingly important
and a major area of focus for ASTTBC as the organization looks for opportunities to support registrants in their upskilling. Most recently, ASTTBC has
introduced a reporting structure and
continues to create and source out
ASTTBC COUNCIL 2022/2023
CPD options for registrants.

To shed light on how CPD is helping ASTTBC registrants to uphold standards of practice, raise the bar
in their respective fields, and make well-informed
decisions to protect the public and environment,
we asked three critical questions. Please read on to
learn more:
Kelly Dayman, AScT, PLEng
Associate Director, Regulation of Firms
Engineers and Geoscientists British Columbia
1. How does CPD relate to the safety of the public
and the environment?

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
FOR COUNCIL:
President, David Sparanese,
PTech, AScT, CPWI 3
Vice President, Ken Zeleschuk,
MBA, PTech, RTMgr, AScT, Dipl T
Past President, Sarah Campden,
CTech, RTMgr
REGISTRANT COUNCILLORS:
Dana Graves, AScT, CSO
Carlo Vijandre, AScT, PMP, FMP
Prakash Joshi, AScT, PTech, EngL
Randy Meszaros, AScT, PMP, CET
Mike Battistel, AScT

Regulated professions are trusted by
LAY COUNCILLORS:
the public to have the
Roslyn Kunin, PhD
qualifications, knowlJames Coble, MA
edge, and experience
Mary O’Callaghan, MBA, FCMC
in order to protect the
Jayde Wood, JD, MSc
public interest and the
environment. Learning
does not stop when you leave school and enter a regulated
profession, but rather is only beginning. Twenty-five years into
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my professional career, I find myself
learning more and more each year. As
professionals, CPD helps us maintain
current competencies, skills, and knowledge. As technology and the regulations
under which we work are ever changing, CPD is the foundation of being a
registered professional.
2. What new skills have you gained in
the last three years? What/who contributed to helping you gain
these skills?
As a dual registrant of both ASTTBC
and Engineers and Geoscientists BC,
and as an employee of Engineers and
Geoscientists BC, I was in the fortunate
position to participate in the Professional Reliance Review, which was the catalyst for the transition to the Professional
Governance Act.
I worked with a number of lawyers over
the last three years to transition Engineers and Geoscientists BC from the
former Engineers and Geoscientist Act
to the current Professional Governance
Act which included assisting in drafting
the bylaws. The ‘on the job learning’
working closely with the legal specialists
greatly increased my knowledge and
understanding of legislation, regulations, and bylaws that govern
our professions.
Additionally, I have taken advantage
of the Indigenous Awareness Training
made available by ASTTBC.
3. How do you stay current on developments in your industry?
Given that I work for Engineers and

Geoscientists BC, one of the Professional Regulators under the Professional
Governance Act, in my role, staying
current is a fulltime job. I participate on
a regulatory committee and two advisory groups, I read trade publications, and
take advantage of the numerous webinars offered by ASTTBC and Engineers
and Geoscientists BC. Being a registrant
of Engineers and Geoscientists BC, I am
required to prepare a Continuing Education Plan each year as a mechanism
to reflect on what I need to learn to stay
competent and up to date in my field of
practice. When preparing my Continuing Education Plan, I find the best mechanism for staying current and meeting
professional development/continuing
education requirements is attending
annual conferences.
Kenneth Zeleschuk, MBA, PTech,
RTMgr, AScT, Dipl T
Civil Engineering Alternate Delivery
BCIT School of Construction and
the Environment
1. How does CPD relate to the safety
of the public and the environment?
CPD and
life-long
learning (to
get knowledge) is
crucial to
the safety
of the public and the
protection of
the natural
environment. By ensuring that technology
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professionals are regularly trained on
current best practices and up-to-date
applied science knowledge in their specialized fields, we can all make better,
more informed decisions for the benefit
of society. The importance of gaining
new practical skills and the awareness
of new solutions that solve real-world
issues cannot be overstated. Through
learning from subject-matter-experts
(SME’s) and experienced practitioners
and applying the best science available
we can be better prepared to improve
our strategic and nuanced approach
to the practical challenges we face. By
seeking to personally grow and improve
we can be better equipped to serve and
be better stewards of society and the
world we share.
“When you struggle with a problem,
that’s when you understand it.”
– Elon Musk
2. What new skills have you gained in
the last three years? What/who contributed to helping you gain
these skills?
Working as an educator for a post-secondary educational institution has
afforded me the opportunity of regularly
continuing my learning and practical
skills in a variety of technology and
related areas. In the field of civil and
structural engineering and technology
(with the objective of problem-solving and making things better) we are
encouraged to attend ongoing, lunchand-learn sessions on diverse topics
including airport design, concrete mix
design, sustainable infrastructure practices, hydraulic controller training from
current industry experts. Along with
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applied science and technology training,
additional complementary knowledge
in Indigenous Awareness, psychological
first-aid, occupational health, safety and
emergency training, conflict resolution
and critical thinking/systems analysis
has allowed a richer perspective and
appreciation for other disciplines and
approaches. Intentionally developing a
personal interest and capacity to know
things is a key contributor to gaining
skills and competencies.
“There is no better way to learn than to
teach” – Benjamin Whichcote
3. How do you stay current on developments in your industry?
In addition to taking full advantage of
upcoming learning opportunities/PD
seminars/webinars available, staying
current on new and innovative industry
developments has included the
following avenues:
> Teaching and staying engaged in an
accredited 4-year engineering program
to students through practical, applied
science skills in the classroom, computer
labs, laboratory environment, extracurricular and field projects;
> Volunteering and engaging with key
industry professionals to serve ASTTBC
and its ongoing commitment to its qualified and dedicated registrants to better
meet their professional career needs
and goals (not to mention attending the
AGM & Conference);
> Participating in Professional Development Day where a variety of learning
opportunities are available on-campus

to enrich and educate teaching
professionals;

minimize environmental impacts due
to construction.

> Instructing and being involved (2ways) with industry working professionals in part-time/continuous education
in public works, municipal engineering,
infrastructure, asset management, etc;

2. What new skills have you gained in
the last three years? What/who contributed to helping you gain
these skills?

> Developing an inquisitive mindset
and attitude, being open and curious,
asking core questions (5 whys), challenging oneself, seeking to understand
new issues and perspectives;
“Tell me and I forget, teach me and I
may remember, involve me and I learn”
– Benjamin Franklin
Patrick Lai, AScT, CPWI 3
Project Manager (TFT)
City of Richmond
1. How does CPD relate to the safety
of the public and the environment?
Public safety and
the environment
are both extremely
important aspects in
my role as a Project
Manager for the
City of Richmond. By
continuing professional development,
this has allowed me
to gain awareness
to certain public safety and environmental issues that have never been encountered before. CPD allows us to become
knowledgeable and proactive in our
industry by utilizing the latest technologies to enhance public safety as well as

In the past three years, I have gained
tremendous knowledge in trenchless
technologies and rehabilitation. This
was contributed by the City of Richmond
as well as the North American Society
for Trenchless Technologies. The City of
Richmond had a vision for circular economy to maximize the value of resources
and demonstrate leadership in environmental sustainability. One solution was
to rehabilitate old infrastructure by use
of trenchless technologies to minimize
waste and reduce greenhouse gases
when compared to open-trench construction. With this new knowledge, I
was able to apply this skillset to a wide
variety of different construction projects.
This has also allowed me to become a
better Project Manager by being able to
deliver projects on-time and on-budget.
3. How do you stay current on developments in your industry?
I stay current on developments by networking with a wide range of people
in the industry. This may include colleagues, contractors, consultants, and
other municipalities. The City of Richmond also endlessly promotes continued professional development as
well as industry events like the ACEC
virtual client mixers. The City offers a
wide range of internal courses that are
taught by industry professionals which
also helps us stay current.
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Brando Bermejo, CTech
Provincial Field Services, Ministry of
Transportation & Infrastructure
1. How does CPD relate to the safety
of the public and the environment?
CPD ensures that technologists, technicians, and technical specialists are well
informed of the latest developments
in their practice. Since registrants are
held accountable in ensuring the safety
and welfare of the public, including the
protection of the environment and the promotion of health and safety
in the workplace, CPD is
critical in developing the
skills and knowledge to
uphold the standards of
practice. It’s my understanding, CPD through
structured/formal learning, informal/self directed learning, and community or volunteer participation equips
the registrant with the ability to form
educated decisions in performing their
day-to-day tasks.
2. What new skills have you gained in
the last three years? What/who contributed to helping you gain
these skills?
The asphalt industry is developing fast
and is primed to lead a green growth.
But all these benefits would not be
possible if the RAP usage was not effectively incorporated in the mix design. I
was fortunate to learn a lot from binder
grading, aggregate consensus properties and the mix tests, and how these
tests can be used to model predictive
performance of the pavement. I am
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privileged that my employer invested
heavily in R&D and supported the teams
by building up capabilities through
internal training and access to research
websites. These initiatives are apart
from the safety training that built up our
general skills such as first aid, transport
of hazardous goods, and limits of approach when working
near powerlines.
3. How do you stay current on developments in your industry?
I keep abreast of the developments
in my field by maintaining a close
tab on specs and guidelines such as
MMCD and MoTI Highway Specifications to ensure compliance of the
mixes. When BC experienced the
extreme weather conditions such
as the heat dome and atmospheric
river, my son and I were watching
news reporting those have happened
before and he asked me a question:
“What did they do to solve it?”. This had
lingered on my mind. It had stressed the
need to future proof the designs and
take advantage of research being done
on such end, so that hopefully when the
next generation asks about what was
done to solve the problem, we will have
a conclusive answer.
ASTTBC takes pride in achieving high
CPD compliance; the majority of
ASTTBC registrants fulfilled their requirements in 2021. ASTTBC has also
received positive feedback on its courses, specifically the Indigenous Awareness Training, which is still available,
complimentary to practising registrants
who have not taken it yet. More information on CPD is available on the
ASTTBC website.

LAY COUNCILLORS
REPORT

Professional Governance Act
In 2021, both council and staff at
ASTTBC continued to devote considerable time and effort to ensure full compliance with this legislation. A major
component of this work consisted of the
rewriting and approval of the bylaws of
the organization. New data sets were
created through which council and staff
could better monitor on-going trends.
New procedures for investigations
were generated.
For the first time both ASTTBC’s annual
report and council elections were fully
compliant with the PGA. All changes
have been vetted by legal counsel.
Materials on home inspections were
submitted to OSPG and followed up
with additional information.
The Lay Councilors have also noted that
in addition to adapting ASTTBC to the
requirements of the PGA, the regulatory
body has been working with other organizations that are now under this legis-

lation. One example is working with the
BC Institute of Agrologists on areas of
practice overlap.

Safeguarding the Public Interest
Public interest is best served by ensuring
the qualifications of and enhancing the
professionalism of our registrants. Continuing professional development (CPD)
is one means to do this. A campaign to
enhance CPD in conjunction with the
PGA has been put in place well ahead
of schedule. Many hours of CPD were
made available to registrants including
those at the 2021 annual conference.
Maintaining standards requires dealing
efficiently and effectively with inquiries
about practice. Almost 1500 such
inquiries were handled in 2021 making
use of a new tracking system and
additional staff.
Practice guides are another vital tool
in maintaining the calibre of the registrants. In 2021, six practice guides were
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updated with technical, legal and business input and subsequently approved
by council.

Public Perception of Technology
Professionals and ASTTBC
To increase public awareness of
ASTTBC, its role as a regulatory body
and the role of the registered technology professionals, lay councilors noted that a new website was launched
including a section aimed at the general public. The logo, tagline, vision
statement and strategic plan were all
adjusted to be consistent with the regulatory role and were approved.
Videos and stories were in production
highlighting the roles of technologists
and technicians. These will be released
in 2022.

Contributing to Canada
The lay councilors strongly commend
council and staff for the time and effort they devote to dealing with comparable organizations across Canada
on issues relating to inter-provincial
mobility, attraction and absorption of
immigrants, credential recognition,
and harmonization of titles across
the country.

Governance
The lay councilors recognize the high
standards of governance practiced by
ASTTBC. Examples include the comprehensive and thorough adjustment
involved in becoming a regulatory
body; strong financial management
12

as reflected in a clean audit report, a
successful AGM, up to date strategic
planning and last, but not least, professional governance training for council
and senior staff.

Diversity
In 2021, ASTTBC completed a major research project on women in engineering
and technology with the long-term goal
of improving the gender balance among
technology professionals. Long
standing relations with Indigenous
communities continued and training
on Indigenous reconciliation was taken
by staff and council (as well as several
thousand registrants).

Pandemic
Unfortunately, the year 2021 was in its
entirety still in the throes of the Covid
19 pandemic necessitating online meetings and functions, working from home
and other constraints. Benefitting from
the experience of 2020, staff and council handled this situation admirably and
are to be commended.

Appreciation
The lay councilors want to thank CEO
Theresa McCurry and all her dedicated and hard-working team for another
year of excellent work. We appreciate
the work of council under the presidency of David Sparanese and all the committee members and other volunteers
that keep the organization functioning
effectively.

IT’S A WRAP!

BC SCI-CON 2022 ADJOURNED MAY 7

The Applied Science Technologists and
Technicians of BC (ASTTBC) and the
BC Institute of Agrologists (BCIA) collaborated on their first-ever joint conference: BC SCI-CON 2022. Themed
‘Environmental Management & Resiliency’, the organizations shared the knowledge, resources, and ideas on ways to
better manage and protect our natural
and built environment.
The event kicked off Thursday, May 5,
2022, at Penticton Lakeside Resort and
Conference Centre with registration and
a welcome reception and adjourned on
Saturday, May 7 with closing remarks
just before lunch.
This much anticipated in-person event
brought together over 200 delegates
including ASTTBC and BCIA registrants,
guests, partners, and stakeholders to
participate and network in a
beautiful resort located by the pristine
Okanagan Lake - one of BC’s best
resort destinations.

On Friday morning during the opening
ceremony, attendees were honoured to
receive a traditional welcome and blessings from Penticton Band’s Grandma
Grace. She warmed hearts and made
everyone laugh – see a video clip on
ASTTBC’s Twitter page.
The conference featured a keynote
speaker, Jay Ingram, a science writer
and broadcaster, and a former co-host
of Discovery Channel’s Daily Planet. In
his engaging presentation on climate
change and de-extinction titled “Is Extinction Really the End?”, Jay discussed
how once extinct animals are now in the
works of being ‘revived’ using recovered
genetic materials.
On Friday night, attendees celebrated
BCIA’s 75th Anniversary, and blew off
some steam with rock and roll tunes
played by entertainment headliner,
Clayton Bellamy and The Congregation,
and later danced to Jack Semple and
his band.
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The conference also included a trade
show featuring support and service providers, Leaderboard game and prizes,
countless networking opportunities, and
numerous CPD breakout sessions. To
name a few:
» ASTTBC Annual General Meeting
» OSPG Update & Reserved Practice,
Paul Craven
» Regenerative Building Design,
Okanagan College
» Sustainable Communities
Energy Solutions, Community
Energy Association
» Fire Keepers, Salish Fire
Keepers Society
» Post Disaster Building Assessment,
BC Housing
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» Investigation, Remediation and Site
Closure, Marion Houlbrook, AScT
A heartfelt thanks to all fantastic speakers, sponsors/exhibitors, volunteers,
Council, and staff who made this event
possible and a huge success!
In summary, delegates had a great time
seeing one another in person and engaging in meaningful dialogues on sustainability and resiliency. The much-anticipated social aspect was welcomed by
all, and the atmosphere was charged
with positive ions of attitude for a balanced, greener future.

TOP 12 CPD FAQs
For further assistance, please email the professional practice
department at cpd@asttbc.org. ASTTBC recommends registrants submit their CPD activity into the Registrant Portal regularly to avoid missing the deadline.

1. How many CPD hours am I required
to complete annually?
All practising registrants are required to
complete 20 CPD hours annually between
December 1 to November 30.
2. Is recording my CPD on the Registrant Portal mandatory?
Yes, as per the ASTTBC Bylaws, Part IV,
registrants must annually record their
continuing education activity in their
online ASTTBC account (Registrant Portal)
by November 30 to be compliant with
their CPD. Please be sure to also keep an
electronic or paper copy of all completed
education if you are audited and need to
provide proof of your CPD.
3. Are there any mandatory courses
under the CPD Program?
Under the ASTTBC Bylaws, Part IV, all
practising registrants must complete a
minimum of two hours of CPD training
annually related to Indigenous Cultural Awareness as a part of their 20 CPD
hours. ASTTBC has made available to its
practising registrants, at no cost, a onehour (IAC 101) and a six-hour training
course (IAC 201).
While the requirement to complete Indig-

enous Awareness training is mandatory,
completion of the Indigenous Awareness
Canada course is not. Registrants may
wish to choose their own two hours of
training provided their course of study
meets the learning criteria as set out in
the ASTTBC Bylaws, Schedule F. A list of
approved Indigenous awareness course
providers can also be found under
Schedule F.
4. How do I register and complete
the Indigenous Awareness Canada
(IAC) courses?
ASTTBC practising registrants can sign up
here. Within a few business days of registering, you will receive an email from Indigenous Awareness Canada directly with
an onboarding email on how to access
and begin the course.
5. How many points are the
Indigenous Awareness Canada (IAC)
Courses worth?
The IAC 101 Course takes approximately
one hour to complete and is worth one
CPD hour.*
The IAC 201 Course takes approximately six to eight hours to complete and is
worth six CPD hours. Those six hours can
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be used all in one year if the registrant
needs the extra hours, or can be spread
out over three renewals for the Indigenous awareness training requirement
(i.e. two hours for 2021 renewal, two
hours for 2022 renewal and two hours
for 2023 renewal).
*Note the 101 course alone does
NOT meet the two-hour Indigenous
awareness training requirement. This
course is to be used as a top up to
other education.
6. What courses and activities can
I complete to meet the 20-hour
requirement?
The categories list of the different learning and activities that qualify for CPD
hours can be found in the ASTTBC Bylaws, Schedule F.
The four categories of learning include:
» Formal or Structured Learning
» Informal or Self-Directed Learning
» Community or Volunteer Engagement
» Employment or Practice
7. Where can I find an up-to-date
list of upcoming courses and seminars
that I can take to complete my
CPD points?
Under the Events & CPD page of the
ASTTBC website, you will find a calendar list of upcoming courses, seminars,
and webinars on various topics that registrants can sign up for. Please be sure
to keep an eye on this page on a regular basis for updates. In addition, please
read our eNews, ASTTBConnect and
other registrant publications for relevant
course information.
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8. I just got my AScT/CTech/RTS designation this year. Will I be required to
complete pro-rated CPD hours?

You are not required to complete any
CPD for your first renewal. Moving forward, you will be required to complete
our full CPD requirements for your subsequent renewals (for each annual CPD
cycle after your first renewal).
9. Am I only able to claim CPD hours
for volunteer activities with ASTTBC?
Any profession/practice-related
volunteer activity that is not required
of you as part of your employment or
practise can be recorded under the
volunteering category.
10. How many CPD hours is the
BC SCI-CON and ASTTBC AGM
2022 worth?
Attendance for the whole conference
and AGM is worth up to 10 CPD hours
for attending sessions and professional
networking. If you attended the AGM
virtually only, this is worth 0.5
CPD hours.
11. What if I can’t complete my CPD
hours by the November 30 deadline?
ASTTBC has CPD Extension and Accommodation Policy in place for those
registrants who may have experienced
difficulties completing their education by
the annual deadline due to unforeseen
circumstances.
12. What are the consequences for
practising registrants who do not
complete the CPD requirements by the
annual deadline?
Practising registrants who do not complete their CPD and/or fail to log their
hours by the deadline may have their
registration affected. This could include
issued warnings for non-compliance,
fines, a referral to the Audit and Practice
Review Committee, or a referral of the
matter to the Investigation Committee.

ENVIRONMENTAL
TECHNOLOGISTS HELP KEEP
CANADA CLEANER
AND SAFER
Featuring ASTTBC Technologist, Marion Houlbrook, AScT

L

ike many other young Canadians
growing up in the ’80s, Marion
Houlbrook read Silent Spring,
Rachel Carson’s seminal work on
environmental damage caused by
the indiscriminate use of pesticides.
The book influenced Marion so profoundly that she started an environmental group at her high school in the small
town of Clarenville on Newfoundland’s
east coast. The group organized community clean-ups and campaigned for a
boycott of the school cafeteria because
it used Styrofoam containers.
It was the start of what Marion says was
a passion to make a change in
the world and opened the door to
what became her career as an environmental technologist.
“As a teenager, I would have been considered an environmentalist,” she says.
“I was very concerned about the health
and wellbeing of our world and the
protection of our environment and our
species at risk.”
So deep was her concern that Marion

worked for Greenpeace for a while after
graduating from college.
But there’s a difference between an
environmentalist and an environmental consultant, which is where Marion
ended up. Her work today as Manager,
Environmental Management with Associated Environmental Consultants based
in Vernon, B.C. puts Marion on the
frontline of a different fight for a cleaner
and safer environment.
She now manages a team of professionals who work to investigate and
help clean up or remediate contaminated sites – anything from former gas
stations to leaking domestic heating oil
tanks.
“Our purpose is to make sure nobody is
going to be exposed to contamination
that could be harmful to human health,
and the environment is not going to be
exposed to contamination that could
affect the health and wellbeing of our
ecosystem,” says Marion.
While human-caused contamination of
the environment has been a problem
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since the industrial revolution more than
200 years ago, but it was only about 40
years that a greater focus emerged on
cleaning it up, says Marion.
“When I entered the industry as a young
20-something working in environmental sciences, I moved into contaminated
sites because it was very much on the
forefront,” she says. “A lot of contaminated sites firms were becoming established, and people were paying more
attention to assessing and cleaning up
contamination that had been there and
maybe ignored for decades.”
In what she describes as a “counter
intuitive” move, Marion’s first job after
school was as a process operator at the
Come By Chance oil refinery in Newfoundland and Labrador. But she soon
realized that she wanted to be part of
the solution to contamination rather
than part of the source.
Next stop was the Northern Alberta
Institute of Technology where she obtained a diploma in environmental
science – and she was on the road to
environmental consulting.
“I get bored quite easily and what I like
about environmental consulting is that I
am never bored,” she says. “I constantly
have new challenges, new opportunities, and different problems to figure
out. It’s the variety and the opportunity
to think and learn all the time that I
really enjoy.”
Some projects are easier to deal with
than others, says Marion. For example,
one of the challenges her team sometimes faces even before work can begin
on a contaminated site is to do what
18

she describes as the detective work.
It may be a vacant development property that was used for some industrial purpose in the past. The first thing the team
needs to do is find out what happened
on the property and what contamination
there might be, and that takes research,
she says.
“I’ve worked on a couple of large oil
company portfolios for several years,
so I know gas station site remediation
like the back of my hand. But we’ve also
been faced with the clean-up of sites
where explosives were manufactured,
and you don’t come across those very
often. That’s when we need to do our
research,” she adds.
While there is sometimes pushback by
property owners who question why the
assessment or clean-up is necessary,
much of the work Marion’s team does is
based on regulatory requirements that
must be met before development permits are issued.
Continuous professional development
is important for Marion and her team
to keep up with industry standards and
regulatory changes.
“In fact, my bedtime reading last night
was an hour of running through some
of the latest and greatest updates the
Ministry of Environment posted on their
website,” she jokes.
As a manager, Marion is not in the field
as much as she once was. Instead,
most of her time is spent in her office
communicating with clients and her
team, delegating specific tasks and
project planning.

After work hours she spends time with
her family enjoying the environment
she is committed to protecting – hiking,
horseback riding, getting out onto the
water in summer and snowboarding in
winter – and knowing that she is helping to make that tiny bit of a difference
in the world.

ASSOCIATES, PROVISIONALS
AND INSPECTOR-IN-TRAINING REGISTRANTS MUST
TRANSITION THIS YEAR
For the past three years ASTTBC has alerted
impacted registrants about the intention to
transition registrants to either practising or
trainee status. Section 53.2 of the ASTTBC
Bylaws states that the associate, provisional,
graduate technologist, graduate technician,
and inspector-in-training categories of
registration will cease to exist as of
January 1, 2023.
ASTTBC is prioritizing the transition of associates, provisionals and inspector-in-training
registrants this year. This means that people
registered in these categories must reclassify
to another category. Letters will be coming
out shortly to those registrants, letting them
know what steps are needed.
As this impacts several hundred people,
ASTTBC is gently urging registrants to reclassify as soon as possible. Note that graduate
technicians and technologists will receive an
update this summer as to next steps.
Associates, provisionals, and inspector-in-training who are not reclassified by the
time the renewal period begins in October
2022, may find to be unable to renew for
2023 and will be required to go through the
reinstatement process.
For some registrants, this could impact their
ability to retain insurance. The registrations
team thanks all for their diligence and taking
care to reclassify in a timely manner.
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REGISTRANTS UPDATE
20

New AScT

New RTS

TECHJOBS

Adrian Yimbo
Aird Garby
Allison Byrne
Andrew Gondos
Andy Yang
Anika Engel
Bradley Ingram
Cesar Bracho Martinez
Hyunjun Park
Jennifer AhYek
Jesse Gadzinowski
Jie Zhang
Joel Bott
Jonathan Cheffins
Justin Eagle
Juxin Wang
Kelsie Francis
Miles Thiessen
Paxton Stearns-Smith
Saul Meneses
Shih-Min Tschopp
Spencer James Neil
Lawson
Steven Semenoff
Tanner Murry
Tristan Stables
Wendy Renderos
Zicheng Lin

Abdullah Khamal
Aimee Cunningham
Albert Diaz Ng
Ali Abed
Alic Serdar
Andrew Marr
Andrew Walton
Caitlin Legault
Carl Waymen
Catalin Manea
Dallas McIvor
Dillon Storms
Dylan Slaa
Erique Kriel
Ethan Madokoro
Greg Krowchuk
Gurasis Singh
Jaimin Patel
Jason McGinn
Jennifer Chubb
Johan Guliker
Joshua Sawada
Junril Liray
Marjorie Wierenga
Nathan Aitken
Nathan Hoff
Paul Ranne
Ranner Noot
Steve Konishi
Tin Po Fong
Wolfgang Reger

Design Technician
BC Hydro
Lower Mainland, BC
Posted: 05-12-2022

New CTech
Abdul Meherzad
Audra Miller
Jennifer Miller
Johan Guliker
John Stein
Marco Rota
Oliver Juhasz
Vanessa Richards
William Cikaluk

Manager of Operations
City of Port Alberni
Port Alberni, BC
Posted: 05-12-2022
Traffic Technician
District of North
Vancouver
North Vancouver, BC
Posted: 05-10-2022
Engineering Technologist II – Asset Management
Township of Esquimalt
Esquimalt, BC
Posted: 05-10-2022
Engineering Technologist (Transportation)
City of New Westminster
New Westminster, BC
Posted: 05-9-2022

REGISTRANT SERVICES
Our partners offer exclusive rates on their products
and services. Follow the links below to learn more:
»
»
»
»

Willis Towers Watson
TD Insurance Meloche Monnex
Manulife
Dreyer Group Mortgage Brokers

In our ever-changing technological environment, the public expects that technologists,
technicians and technical specialists keep informed of the latest developments in their
practice. Registrants are required to hold paramount the safety, health and welfare of
the public, including the protection of the environment and the promotion of health
and safety in the workplace.
To support these objectives, practising registrants are required to complete 20 CPD
hours annually, two of which dedicated to Indigenous Awareness.
4 WAYS TO GAIN CPD HOURS

Formal or
structured
learning

Community or
volunteer
engagement

Informal or
self-directed
learning

Employment or
practice

HOW TO RECORD

Log in to the
Registrant Portal:
asttbc.org/members/l
ogin.php

Click the ‘CPD
Logbook’, year 2022,
and add a ‘New
2022 Entry’.

Select an activity and
the completion date.
Enter the hours and
description.

Our CPD tracker
automatically converts
your activity hours
to CPD hours.

BREAKDOWN

Formal Learning
Informal learning
1 hour of activity = 2 hours of activity =
1 CPD hour*
1 CPD hour*

Employment/practice
Volunteering
3 hours of activity = 1 month or 150 hours
= 1 CPD hour*
1 CPD hour*

*Maximum 8 CPD hours per cycle. Detailed information in ASTTBC Bylaws, Schedule F.
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Exclusive Protection.
Exclusive Rates.
Exclusively Yours.

Help protect your family with the
Engineers Canada-sponsored Insurance plans.

Your exclusive
coverage options:

As a technician or technologist, you and your family can take advantage
of affordable association rates and flexible plan options. Several plans
are available, and we think there could be a plan that’s right for you and
your family.

Term Life Insurance

Exclusive offer: First-time term life applicants can get an
extra $50,000 of coverage at no cost for up to 2 years!*

Disability Income Protection

Learn more and apply online
or speak with a Licensed
Insurance Advisor.

manulife.ca/asttconnect
1 877 598-2273

Health & Dental Insurance
(including plans for retirees)

Critical Illness Insurance
Major Accident Protection

* To be eligible for the offer of $50,000 of additional Term Life coverage at no extra cost for up to two years, Members must meet the Engineers Canada-sponsored Term Life eligibility
requirements: be aged 18 to 65; be applying for Engineers Canada-sponsored Term Life Insurance for the first time without having previously been declined for Term Life coverage by Manulife;
be applying and approved for $25,000 of Term Life coverage or more. Available to Members only (not available on Spousal coverage). For complete details, see manulife.ca/newmember.

The Manufacturers Life Insurance Company (Manulife).

Underwritten by
Manulife, Stylized M Design, and Manulife & Stylized M Design are trademarks of The Manufacturers Life Insurance Company and are used by it, and by its affiliates under license.
© 2022 The Manufacturers Life Insurance Company. All rights reserved. Manulife, P.O. Box 670, Stn Waterloo, Waterloo, ON N2J 4B8.
Accessible formats and communication supports are available upon request. Visit Manulife.ca/accessibility for more information.

